We present ultrawide flat-band reflectors enabled with multilevel resonant leaky-mode structures. The reflectors are designed using particle swarm optimization. We show that three-level silicon-on-insulator structures provide bandwidths of ϳ840 nm for TE polarization and ϳ835 nm for TM polarization, across which reflectance is greater than 99% and 97.5%, respectively. For the germanium-on-insulator system, the 99% TE and TM bandwidths are ϳ1100 nm and ϳ1050 nm. The results indicate the potential of multilevel resonant leaky-mode elements in electromagnetics and photonics. © 2010 Optical Society of America OCIS codes: 050.1950, 050.6624, 130.2790, 120.2440 Nanopatterned layers with subwavelength periods exhibit resonance effects originating in quasi-guided, or leaky, waveguide modes [1][2][3][4][5]. Compact, patterned, thin-film elements operating under leakymode or, equivalently, guided-mode resonance (GMR) conditions produce versatile photonic spectra with concomitant surface-localized energy states. Grounded in this versatility, it has been shown that a single periodic resonance layer with one-dimensional periodicity enables narrow-line bandpass and bandstop filters, polarizers, reflectors, and polarizationindependent elements [6]. In prior publications, we suggested numerous applications, including filters, laser mirrors, ultrasensitive biosensors, absorption enhancement in solar cells, security devices, tunable filters, nanoelectromechanical display pixels, and others [5][6][7][8].
Nanopatterned layers with subwavelength periods exhibit resonance effects originating in quasi-guided, or leaky, waveguide modes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Compact, patterned, thin-film elements operating under leakymode or, equivalently, guided-mode resonance (GMR) conditions produce versatile photonic spectra with concomitant surface-localized energy states. Grounded in this versatility, it has been shown that a single periodic resonance layer with one-dimensional periodicity enables narrow-line bandpass and bandstop filters, polarizers, reflectors, and polarizationindependent elements [6] . In prior publications, we suggested numerous applications, including filters, laser mirrors, ultrasensitive biosensors, absorption enhancement in solar cells, security devices, tunable filters, nanoelectromechanical display pixels, and others [5] [6] [7] [8] .
In this Letter, we treat reflectors designed to generate flat, extensive reflection spectra with high efficiency. Formerly, we presented single-layer elements patterned with four-part periods that provided ϳ600 nm flattop reflectance in both TE and TM polarization [6] . With a subwavelength grating spaced by a low-index sublayer on a silicon substrate, Mateus et al. designed flattop reflectors with linewidths of several hundred nanometers operating in TM polarization [9] . They fabricated a reflector with a twopart period reporting reflectance exceeding 98.5% over a 500 nm range [10] . To define the operational limits of GMR reflectors, we further addressed the detailed physical basis for such reflectors by treating the simplest possible device-a single-layer waveguide grating patterned in 1D with a two-part period [8] . Employing numerical electromagnetics, we quantified the bandwidth provided by this fundamental reference structure in detail. In the silicon-oninsulator (SOI) system, we found that the minimal device yields a flat reflection band of ϳ125 nm for TE-polarized incident light at 99% reflectance. Similarly, the basic TM-polarization reflector produced a ϳ520 nm bandwidth. This work defined the minimal structure capable of extensive reflectance bands in the SOI system [8] . In this Letter, we apply new, nonminimal device embodiments to reach considerably beyond these initial works.
To design the multilevel leaky-mode resonance reflector, we use a robust evolutionary technique known as particle swarm optimization (PSO) [11, 12] . Although there are several well-known methods for analysis of diffraction gratings, design of these elements with strictly specified spectral properties is generally a challenging problem. PSO is a robust, stochastic evolutionary strategy useful in electromagnetic design problems. This method is inspired from social behavior of animal species like birds, bees, and others. The standard, real-coded PSO algorithm is used to design the broadband reflector elements here; application of PSO to design diffraction gratings was previously reported [12] . To analyze and simulate our structures, Maxwell's equations are numerically solved with appropriate boundary conditions. Numerical results, providing efficiencies of diffraction orders and quantitative electromagnetic field distributions, are obtained with rigorous coupledwave analysis [13] . This method provides the computational kernels in the PSO design process.
Referring to Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), the reflection and transmission response of a broadband reflector in the 1.3-2.3 m spectral band is shown on linear and logarithmic scales. To design this element, the incidence and substrate media are assumed to be air ͑n inc = 1.0͒ and silica ͑n sub = 1.48͒. Refractive index of silicon (Si) is taken to be 3.48. The device is illuminated normally ͑ =0͒ with TE-polarized light (electric-field vector perpendicular to the plane of incidence). The PSO-designed reflector has an effective three-level structure shown as the inset in Fig. 1(a) with a rectangular spatial profile where period, thickness of each layer, and fill factors ͑⌳ , d i , F ij ͒ are the optimization parameters to be found by the PSO algorithm. The first (topmost) and the last (bottom) layers are rendered by the algorithm as periodic layers, whereas the middle layer is a homogeneous (nonperiodic) layer ͑F 21 = 1.0͒. The basic period and fill factors of this reflector are found to be ⌳ = 846.4 nm and F 11 = F 31 = 0.283 (two-part period). In addition,
